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Disaster risk results from the interplay of the hazard, exposure, and vulnerability
characteristics of a given community. To assess disaster risk, it is important to understand not
only the occurrence of natural hazards, but the socio-economic issues of the affected
communities as well. However, the risk framework of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate
Change Fifth Assessment Report (IPCC AR5 – WGII SPM, 2014, see Figure 1) also highlights
that, while disaster risk is created locally, it may also be influenced by larger processes such
as climate change and development trends. Changes in climatic drivers, in terms of averages
and extremes, can intensify existing disaster risk, or create entirely new threats.

Figure 1. Climate and disaster risk conceptual framework (Source: IPCC
AR5 – WGII SPM, 2014).

Through the Coastal Cities at Risk in the Philippines: Investing in Climate and Disaster
Resilience (CCARPH) Project of Ateneo de Manila University, and the Resilient LGU Program
of the National Resilience Council, Manila Observatory (MO) together with University of the
Philippines - Visayas (UPV) and Iloilo City Government conducted a Climate and Disaster Risk
Assessment (CDRA) of Iloilo City. Through a series of online meetings between MO and UPVLGU, an Integrated Risk Analysis (IRA) based on hazard-exposure-vulnerability maps was
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conducted. Adopting a coaching and mentoring approach, MO facilitated various analysis
activities that built on the key steps outlined in the Enhanced LGU Guidebook on the
Formulation of LCCAP (2017) Book 4 by the Department of the Interior and Local Government
(DILG).
Iloilo City
Located within the southern part of Panay Island, Iloilo City is a 1 st income class highly
urbanized city in the province of Iloilo. The city comprises six (6) districts, and serves as the
center of commerce and industry in Western Visayas. Being a highly urbanized city with one
hundred and eighty (180) barangays, majority of its land cover are built-up with some low to
medium density tree cover sparsely located in the uplands (Manila Observatory, 2015).
Iloilo City has relatively low elevation, and is situated along the coast. Moreover, Iloilo City
has been identified as an alluvial fan. Highly dense populations are located within the coastal
areas and along the Iloilo River, making these communities highly susceptible to flooding and
storm surge.
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Figure 2 . Iloilo City as an Alluvial Fani
In recent years, Iloilo city has also experienced a number of major water shortage problems.
In 2009 and 2007, the city experienced water crises due to the impacts of El Niño (Porio et al.,
2019). Similarly, in 2015, the city declared a “state of imminent water crisis” again induced by
El Niño (PNA, 2019). Over extraction of groundwater is also becoming a major concern for the
city, as the Metro Iloilo Water District (MIWD) and many households mainly rely on
groundwater for potable water (National Water Resources Board, 2013).

1 Climate profile
The average temperature in Iloilo City is about 27 °C. The warmest month is May with a mean
temperature of 28.5 °C, while the coldest is January when the temperature goes down to 26
°C. The city has two pronounced seasons similar to a type I climate in the Modified Coronas
classification: dry from November to April and rainy for the rest of the year. The mean
monthly rainfall during the wet season is about 250 mm, with maximum rain of 300 mm
around July and August. Tropical cyclones (TCs) are more frequent at the end of the year
around November and less frequent in February. Most of these TCs affecting Iloilo City are
tropical depressions (TD) and tropical storms (TS).

1.2 Climate projections and scenario
Average temperature is projected to significantly increase in Iloilo City (see Figure 2a). Under
a medium emissions scenario, temperature is expected to increase by 1 °C in the near future
to about 2.2 °C in the late 21st century. However, under a high emissions scenario where no
5
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mitigation measures are implemented, the rate of warming will be much faster and the
average temperature can increase by up to about 4 °C in the late 21st century.
In contrast, there will be no significant changes in average rainfall (5% decrease in annual
rainfall, see Figure 2b), as well as in extreme rainfall events (3% increase in contribution to
total annual rainfall). However, projections show that there will be fewer but stronger
typhoons (category 4 and 5) in the future, packing more destructive winds (DOST-PAGASA
2018).

Figure 2. Annual trend of (a) Temperature and (b) Rainfall

Further analyses were done to look at the impact of climate change on drought events in Iloilo
City. First, climate indices such as consecutive dry days (CDD) and consecutive wet days (CWD)
were investigated. CDD is the maximum number of consecutive days where rainfall amount
is less than 1 mm, and is used as an indicator of the maximum length of dry spells. In contrast,
CWD is the maximum number of consecutive days where rainfall amount is greater than or
equal to 1 mm, and a decrease in its value suggests that drought events are more likely to
happen in the future. Results show that, in Iloilo City, CDD is projected to increase, while CWD
is projected to decrease.
Second, the Standard Precipitation Index (SPI) values were calculated for Iloilo City, as shown
in Table 1. SPI3 is used to describe agricultural drought, while SPI6 and SPI12 are often
correlated with groundwater deficiency. Increases in SPI values suggest an increase in drought
events in the future.
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Table 1. SPI Values
Scenario

Period

Baseline
RCP 4.5 (medium)

RCP 8.5 (high)

SPI3

SPI6

SPI12

1986 - 2005

2

2

2

early (2016- 2035)

2

2

2

mid (2046-2065)

3

3

4

late (2080-2099)

3

4

4

early (2016- 2035)

3

3

3

mid (2046-2065)

3

3

4

late (2080-2099)

4

4

5

In Iloilo City, the number of agricultural drought events (SPI3) are expected to increase by 1
event compared to the baseline under the medium emissions scenario, and by 2 events under
the high emissions scenario. More intense drought events related to groundwater deficiency
(SPI12) will also increase in the late 21st century, as 4 events are detected in the medium
emissions scenario, and 5 under the high emissions scenario -- compared to only 2 events in
the baseline.

1.3 Climate risk profile : hazard, exposure, vulnerability and potential impacts in Iloilo City
In contrast, there will be no significant changes in average rainfall (5% decrease in annual
rainfall), as well as in extreme rainfall events (3% increase in contribution to total annual
rainfall). However, projections show that there will be fewer but stronger typhoons
(category 4 and 5) in the future, packing more destructive winds. Drought is also more likely
to happen as Consecutive dry days (CDD) are projected to increase, and consecutive wet
days (CWD) to decrease.
1.4 Social Vulnerability and the Iloilo City context

Hazards have differential impacts on individuals, people and communities due to various
historical, social, economic and political circumstances operating in various scales (Thomas,
K., et al., 2019). Social vulnerability is a preexisting condition or an inherent characteristic that
weakens a community’s ability to prevent financial loss or human suffering in disaster events.
Thus understanding of social vulnerability of a community is crucial for effective intervention
programs to reduce if not eliminate disaster risks.
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An important component of the climate and disaster risk assessment (CDRA) conducted for
Iloilo city was the social vulnerability analysis, which focuses on the inherent vulnerability of
communities, social groups and individuals to environmental hazards. Thus, the social
vulnerability assessment completes the CDRA of Iloilo city. It shows the socio-economic and
demographic contexts in which hazards occur thus providing a comprehensive understanding
of the disaster risks confronting the city.
Iloilo city is a coastal metropolis with a population of 447, 992 people (PSA, 2015). It has a
total land area of 78.34 square kilometers and an aggregated coastline of 72 kilometers. Iloilo
city is the capital of Iloilo province and the regional center of the Western Visayas region.
Like most coastal urban settlements around the world, Iloilo city is characterized by rapid
population growth and urbanization accompanied by massive development in infrastructure,
commerce and tourism that ushered in tremendous socio-economic and environmental
changes. While this progress is beneficial to the economy, employment and business, it also
increased disaster risks arising from climate-related hazards. The location and topography of
the city makes it prone to storm surge, flooding and drought.

Methods, data sources
The concept of social vulnerability is the basic framework used in understanding the inherent
vulnerability of Iloilo city to climate change and disasters. A context specific social
vulnerability composite index was developed using indicators from various studies (See and
Porio, 2015; Cutter, 2010). The unit of analysis were the barangay and the household. The
data used were the 2016-2017 barangay situationer, the 2015 census, and the ecological
profile of Iloilo city.
Eighteen variables which included socio-demographic indicators, housing characteristics,
informal settling, disability, education and water access were considered to develop the social
vulnerability index at the barangay level. Factor analysis (FA) with principal component
method was used for the composite index. It is a statistical technique utilized to reduce a set
of variables into a smaller number of factors that account for the variations in the data. This
is done through the clustering of variables that measure the same themes and patterns. The
factor analysis generated eight factors which were used to calculate the social vulnerability
index score of each barangay.

To measure sampling adequacy and quality of data, the Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin (KMO) test was
done. A score of 1.0 indicates optimal suitability for Factor Analysis and the lower limit is
0.60. For this study a score of 0.702 resulted from the analysis which indicates good quality
of data and suitability for FA. Further, the Bartlett’s Test of Sphericity was employed to test
the null hypothesis that the correlation matrix is an identity matrix versus the alternative
hypothesis that the correlation matrix is different from an identity matrix, an assumption that
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needs to be satisfied for FA. Since the p value is less than 0.001, the test rejects the null
hypothesis at 5% level of significance implying that factor analysis is suitable for the data at
hand.
Based on the data, scores for the eight factors were calculated then added to come up with
the composite social vulnerability index score for each barangay. This additive model was
employed so as not to make prior assumption on the importance of each factor in the
vulnerability score. That is, each factor was considered to have the same contribution to the
barangay’s social vulnerability score.

Results of the social vulnerability assessment
The index score indicates the social vulnerability level of each barangay in comparison to the
other barangays of the city. The scores were categorized into low, moderate and high social
vulnerability based on the minimum and maximum values.
Majority or 121 (67%) out of the 180 of the barangays fall under the moderately vulnerable
category, 20% are of low vulnerability while 13% are highly vulnerable (Table 3). The ones
with high vulnerability scores are mostly located in the coastal zones (Figure 7). These are the
most populous communities, with high dependency ratio, housing mostly made of light
materials, they lack access to level three water system, and have relatively lower educational
attainment.

Table 3. Barangays with low-moderate-high social vulnerability in Iloilo City.
Level

No of Barangays

%

Low

36

20

Moderate

121

67

High

23

13

Total

180

100
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Figure 3. Social vulnerability of Iloilo City.

Integrated Risk Analysis (hazard, exposure, vulnerability)
An integrated vulnerability analysis was done by combining the social vulnerability index with
specific hazards, particularly flooding, drought, storm surge and COVID-19. The city planning
office identified the barangays/areas prone to these four hazards based on exposure data.
Putting these together with the social vulnerability analysis, the overall vulnerability of each
barangay were analyzed.
Among the four hazards, COVID-19 and flooding threaten the largest portion of the Iloilo city
population at 65.8% and 53.65% respectively (Table 4). The barangays prone to these hazards
have also the most number of vulnerable population such females, old dependents and
persons with disability compared to the other barangays. For flooding, this simply implies
that in areas where the hazard is highly likely to occur, we find a relatively higher number of
people who will have difficulty evacuating on their own. Thus, the risk of injuries or even
deaths is higher for these barangays during extreme flooding events.
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Table 4. Social vulnerability of barangays at risk of flooding, drought, storm surge, and
COVID-19 in Iloilo City.
Flooding

Drought

Storm Surge

COVID-19

Barangays at risk

72

25

22

81

People exposed
(2015 census)

240,360

97,969

107,894

294,947

% of total
population of Iloilo
City

53.65%

21.9%

24.08%

65.8%

Females

51.13%

50.30%

49.95%

51.2%

Young dependents
(<5yo)

10.6%

11.55%

12.21%

10.8%

Old dependents
(>65 yo)

6.2%

5.0%

4.7%

6.0%

Dependency ratio

47%

48%

50.05%

47.2%

Not literate

2%

2.4%

2.4%

2.06%

With elementary
education

6.45%

22.1%

23.5%

21%

With high school
education

20%

13.06%

13.7%

11.3%

11.14%

13.06%

13.7%

11.3%

In elementary
occupations
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Persons with
disability

2%

1.3%

1.7%

1.8%

Note: Data on COVID-19 (as of Aug 9, 2020) obtained from Iloilo City Health Office.

The integrated vulnerability analysis also enabled the identification of the top five barangays
facing the highest risk to the four hazards (Table 5). The social vulnerability analysis showed
the socio-economic characteristics and the inherent vulnerabilities of the population in these
areas. Based on these, specific disaster risk reduction and management interventions can be
put in place by the LGU.

Table 5. Most at-risk barangays in Iloilo City, considering Hazard - Exposure - Vulnerability.

Top 5 at-risk barangays

Flooding

San Isidro,Tabuc Suba Jaro, Dungon A, Calubihan, Dungon B

Drought

Tacas, Lanit, Navais, Sooc, Hinactacan

Storm Surge

San Juan, Calumpang, Calaparan, Sto. Nino Norte, Sto. Nino Sur

COVID-19

San Juan, Rizal Pala Pala 2, Tanza Baybay, Bo. Obrero, Benedicto Pale
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1.5 Temperature, Drought and Heatwave

Average temperature is projected to significantly increase in Iloilo City but the
temperature increase can be addressed by mitigation actions. There is projected uniform
increase in temperature across the City of Iloilo with the temperature increase most felt
in the summer in the months of March, April, and May and even on rainy season of June,
July, and August.
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In the summer of 2019, Iloilo Province declared a state of calamity due to the El Niñoinduced water crisis in the area. As early as 2015, Iloilo City has foreseen such challenge
when it declared a “state of imminent water crisis.” Unfortunately, climate analyses show
that drought events are projected to further increase in the future.
Drought can lower agricultural productivity especially within cropland areas, putting the
city’s economy and food security at risk (FAO, 2017). Prolonged drought may also cause
the water in Tigum River (Maasim) to drop to critical levels, and groundwater wells to dry
up.
Currently, many households in Iloilo City rely on groundwater wells for potable water to
be used for cooking (Figure 5) and even drinking (Figure 6).

Furthermore, given that many households in Iloilo City still rely on tubed or dug wells for
cooking and drinking, special attention must be paid to preventing flood waters from
contaminating the environment through increased sewage input. In the long-term, the
city must work towards increasing these households’ water access from Level 1 to Level
3 (Figure 4). Contamination of dug wells during flooding and lack of access to water in
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general may force households to crowd around limited safe water access points,
increasing the risk of COVID-19 transmission.

Figure 4. Households without level 3 water connection.
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Figure 5. Map showing the percent of households in Iloilo City using tube or
dug well for cooking.

Figure 6. Map showing the percent of households in Iloilo City using tube or
dug well for drinking.

Should a drought event occur at the height of the COVID-19 pandemic, it could pose
additional challenges for Iloilo City. Droughts can make it challenging to practice hygiene
needed to combat COVID-19, and even dry out dug wells of households with water access
level 1. Water shortage can prompt households to crowd around limited safe water access
points, increasing the likelihood of COVID-19 transmission.
Competing use of limited water resources for agriculture, domestic, and hygienic purposes
can drive the cost of water up, further compromising the ability of urban poor communities
to access safe water and proper sanitation.
Heatwaves or periods of excessively hot weather that often come along with drought
events can also impact Iloilo City in many ways. Increase in temperature could result in
greater demand for power with more houses using air conditioning units for longer periods,
as well as a higher number of heat-related health cases such as tiredness and stroke
especially among vulnerable groups (Margolis 2014).
Coupled with high humidity, heatwaves can further exasperate the city’s COVID-19
situation. Indoor heat could induce people to go outside, where they are more exposed to
the virus. Heat-related health cases could also add burden to hospitals responding to
COVID-19.
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It is worth noting that, especially in the built-up areas of Iloilo City, urban heat island effect
can also exacerbate the impact of increasing average temperatures (Tan et al., 2010).
1.5.1 Drought and Social Vulnerability

The rapid urbanization of Iloilo city has brought about issues on water security. Households’
access to level 3 water sources, including the supply provided by the Iloilo city water district,
is limited. On the average about 65% of families in the barangays have no level 3 water
system. Drought can even exacerbate this problem especially for the 6,190 families of the
most drought prone barangays in the city (Figure 9). Water access to these communities is
even scarcer with 77% of the households not having level 3 water system. This implies higher
expenditure to procure safe water for drinking and daily household needs.

Figure 7. Top 5 barangays most at-risk of drought in Iloilo City.

1.5.6 Temperature, Drought and Heatwave Decision Areas and Recommendations
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High
Risk
Decision
Areas
(Area
Name)
All
180
barangays
at high risk

Impactsii

Technical Finding Immediate
(name exposure implications
and cause of
vulnerability)
Average
temperature
is projected
to
significantly
increase in
Iloilo
City.
Average
temperature
is projected
to
significantly
increase in
Iloilo City but
the
temperature
increase can
be addressed
by mitigation
actions.
There
is
projected
uniform
increase in
temperature
across
the
City of Iloilo
with
the
temperature
increase most
felt in the
summer
in
the months of
March, April,
and May and
even on rainy
season
of
June,
July,
and August.

Exposure of
barangays
increasing
temperature

Recommended
interventions

all Urban heat islands Use of cool
to intensity
roofs
and
pavements to
Heatstrokes
reduce UHI

Coupled
with
increasing features
of
urbanization
that use unnatural
materials
that
absorb and store
greater proportion
of solar energy and
urban canyons, will
most likely create
urban heat effects
increasing
temperatures at
daytime
and
nightime.iii
Increasing
temperature could
have
adverse
impact
on
evapotranspiration
and may result to
aquifer
compaction, land
subsidence, and
permanent
reduction
in
groundwater
storage
(Doll,
2009)

Energy
demand
higher
due
to
cooling
requirements
(which in turn
enhance release of
hydroflourocarbons
in the atmosphere)
Warmer
pavements,
roofs, roads

Increase areas
of vegetated
land through
greening roofs
and
walls,
pocket gardens
in
each
barangay,
planting
in
walls, curbs

Green
city
Impact on water plazas,
quality due to esplanade,
increase in water walk ways
temperatures (e.g.
rise in algal growth Protect
rates and fouling of remaining
water)
resulting and/or restore
from
rise
in Iloilo
City’s
pavement
wetlands
to
temperature and increase urban
run off from storm water bodies
water
Secure
air
Increase
in tunnels
in
groundwater
urban design
withdrawal
and in the
review
and
Intensification of approval
of
pollutants in the air infrastructure
due
to
higher
temperatures
Use of solar
photo-voltaic
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(PV) canopies in
parking lots;
Eliminate
or
reduce urban
canyons that do
not
enable
emission
of
radiation
to
nightime sky
Enhance water
recharge
potential
during
rainy
season by using
pavement
materials that
are permeable

Drought is also
more likely to
happen as
Consecutive dry
days (CDD) are
projected to
increase, and
consecutive wet
days (CWD) to
decrease

Prolonged
dry
spells will mean
that there will not
be enough water
for certain use

Competing use of
already scarce
water resource
● Water from
Tigum River
(Maasim) may
drop to critical
levels
● Drying of wells
and acute
shortage of tap
water sources

Create
extra
surface water
in the city by
creating greenblue networks:
eg
climate
buffers;
rain
and pavement
gardens
on
private land; (
Delta
Cities,
2013)

Increasing cost of
water which
further
compromises
urban poor
communities’
access to
sanitation

Restore
protect
wetlands

and

Enhance
natural water
retention and
catchment
through
landscape
design
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Small
water
impounding all
over the city;
preferably
1
per barangay
Water
facility

reuse

Climate change
and extremes
serve as a risk
multiplier,
aggravating the
impacts of the
COVID-19 and
potentially
overwhelming
capacity for
response

1.5 Rainfall and Flood
The rainiest months in Iloilo City fall between June and November, with many typhoons
occurring at the end of the year. Given the low elevation and abundance of rivers and streams
in the city, many of its barangays (up to 40%) have high to very high susceptibility to flooding
. Areas nearest to the coast will receive more rain while decrease in rainfall is slightly higher
inland. The figures below show exposure of Iloilo’s vital assets to rainfall.
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Figure 3. Flood exposure map of Iloilo City, overlaid with location of hospitals.
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Flooding may lead to loss of lives and properties especially in barangays with highly dense
populations that are located along the coastal area and the Iloilo River. During flooding
events, economic and educational activities, as well as delivery of basic services (e.g.
transportation and communication) within the city may also be disrupted. Continuous
flooding may also bring about losses to local farmers, fisherfolk, and livestock raisers (FAO,
2017).
Flooding may also increase the risk of water-related diseases such as dengue, diarrhea and
leptospirosis (WHO, n.d.), potentially adding burden to hospitals responding to COVID-19.
Furthermore, where evacuation is necessary, the capacity of evacuation centers become
significantly reduced due to the need to observe social distancing.
In the future, rainfall is not expected to significantly change in Iloilo City, both under the high
and medium emissions scenario. With this, changes to existing flood risk would be
determined more by future development decisions affecting exposure and vulnerability,
rather than climate change per se. There is thus a strong need for Iloilo City to address
persistent issues such as clogged drainages and unplanned urban development, especially
along coastlines and rivers, in order to decrease flood risk.

1.6.1 Flooding and Social Vulnerability
The five most flood-prone barangays have a total population of 17,383 people or approximately
4,345 families (Figure 8). The population density in these areas is at 11,000 per square kilometers
26
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which is double compared to the 5,700 per square kilometer population density of Iloilo city. The
two barangays in the list, San Isidro and Tabuc Suba, are among the most populous in the city.
About 13% of the houses are made of non-durable materials hence prone to damage during
floods.
More than half (60%) of the households do not have access to level three water system. Most of
them rely on dug wells that are either owned by the family or shared by the whole community.
Floodwaters can contaminate water sources that are less secure/safe thus there is a high
possibility of increased incidence of water-borne illnesses in the area after a flood.

Figure 8. Top 5 barangays most at-risk of flooding in Iloilo City.
1.6.2 Rainfall and Flooding Decision Areas and Recommendations

High
Risk
Decision
Areas
(Area Name)
San
Isidro
(Jaro);
Calaparan,

Technical Finding (name exposure and Immediate Impact
cause of vulnerability)
implicatio s
ns

Recommend
ed
interventions

No significant changes in average
rainfall (5% decrease in annual
rainfall), as well as in extreme rainfall

Enhance
sponge
capacity

of
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Balabago,
Tabuc Suba,
Cubay,
Bolilao,
Sambag,
Bakhaw,
Lanit, Quintin
Salas, Caingin,
Tagbac, San
Isidro Lapaz,
Buntatala,
Rizal
Estanzuela,
Camalig,
Bonifacio
Tanza, Ticud
Lapaz,
Dungon
B,
Our Lady of
Lourdes,
Baybay Tanza,
Santo
Domigo,
Simon
Ledesma,
Tabucan,
Cuartero,
Buhang Taft
North,
Monica
Bluementritt,
San
Rafael,
Banuyao,
Taytay Zone
2, Calubihan,
Dungon
A,
Desamparado
s, Santa Rosa,
Hinactacan El
98
Castilla
(Claudio
Lopez)

events (3% increase in contribution to
total annual rainfall).
At baseline, Up to 2100-2150 mm of
rainfall across City Proper,
Mandurriao, Molo and Arevalo
Districts. Up to 2000-2100 mm of
rainfall across the norther portion of
La Paz District and the whole of Jaro
District
DJF (Dec- up to 200-300 mm
Jan-Feb)
all over Iloilo City
MAM (Mar- up to 300-400 mm
Apr-May) all over Iloilo City
JJA (Jun-Jul- up to 800-900 mm
Aug)
all over Iloilo City
SON (Sep- up to 500-600 mm
Oct-Nov) all over Iloilo City

of rainfall
of rainfall
of rainfall
of rainfall

the
city
(including
water shells
on top of car
parks;
creation of
water
squares (eg
transform
plazas into
water
squares);
Underground
water
storage;
Enhance
natural water
retention and
catchment
through
landscape
design
Small water
impounding
all over the
city;
preferably 1
per barangay
Provision of
open spaces
where water
can
temporarily
settle
Waterproof
urban design
features
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Reference: Delta Cities, 2013
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1.7 Typhoons and Storm Surges
In addition to floods, strong typhoons can damage public facilities and infrastructure such as
roads and bridges. In 2008, Typhoon Frank caused damages in agriculture and infrastructure
that amounted to P1.6B in Western Visayas alone (ReliefWeb, 2008). In 2019, Iloilo Province
was one of the worst hit by Typhoon Ursula, which caused thousands of people to evacuate
on Christmas Day. Should another typhoon hit Iloilo City at the height of the pandemic, it
could cause power interruptions that may limit the ability of affected DOH facilities and
hospitals to carry out COVID-19 response activities.
In the future, climate change is expected to result in fewer but stronger typhoons in the
Philippines (DOST-PAGASA 2018). Category 4 or 5 typhoons are particularly destructive
because of strong winds, as well as storm surges. In Iloilo City, the coastal communities
exposed to storm surge also comprise the most vulnerable sector of the population.
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1.7.1 Storm Surge and Social Vulnerability
Iloilo city’s location in the coastal area makes it susceptible to storm surge. Twenty one barangays
with about 96,750 people are located along the shorelines. The top five barangays that are facing
the highest risk to storm surge includes 48,471 people or a total of 12,117 families (Figure 10).
These are the most populated areas in the city with a population density of 22,000/km2, fourfold
of the city average. The percentage of houses made of light materials at 28% or about 6,740
houses, is also much higher compared to other barangays. The high population density also
implies the presence of informal settlements in the area. The social vulnerability index show that
3 out of 5 of the barangays are categorized to under high vulnerability which simply indicates
high inherent vulnerability of the population residing these areas. The socio-demographic
characteristics attest to this social vulnerability. Given the magnitude of exposed population, a
particularly strong storm surge will likely cause major devastation to property, livelihoods and
people.
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Figure 10. Top 5 barangays most at-risk of storm surge in Iloilo City.
1.7.2 Typhoons, Storm Surges Decision Areas and Recommendations
High
Risk Technical
Decision Areas
Finding (name
(Area Name)
exposure
and
cause
of
vulnerability)
Calumpang,
Fewer but
SanJuan,
Sto stronger
Nino
Sur, typhoons
Calaparan, Molo (category 4 and
Boulevard,
5) in the future,
Obrero -Lapuz,
packing more
Bitoon, Veterans destructive
Village,
North winds
Baluarte,
Strong typhoons
Dulonan, Ingore, can be
Sto Nino Norte, accompanied by
Mansaya Lapuz, destructive
Santa Crus, San storm surges
Pedro
Molo, that can last

Immediate
implications

Impacts

Coastal
Widespread
inundation due destruction of
to surge of infrastructure
waters
especially within
coastal areas
Strong
wave
energy
that Sediment
hasten
inland destabilization
water transfer
in coastal areas
Coastal erosion

Recommended
interventions

Consider
waterfront as an
asset for the
city’s
development:
restore
and
protect coastal
greenbelts;
nature-based
fortification of
the shoreline;
co-beneficial use
of
waterfront
areas
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Rizal Eztanzuela,
Yulo
Drive,
Compania,
Navais,
Sta
Filomena, South
Fundidor,
Bonifacio Tanza,
Zamora-Melliza,
Kasingkasing,
Lapuz
Norte,
Laboc-Lapux,
South San Jose,
Bay bay Tanza,
Bonifacio
Arevalo,
San
Antonio, Santo
Domingo,
Concepcion
Montes,
Rizal
Palapala
1,
Habog-habog
Salvacion, Tanza
Ezperanza, Rizal
Palapala II, San
Jose
Arevalo,
Quezon, Timawa
Tanza II, Santo
Rosario-Duran,
West Timawa,
Gen
HugesMontes,
East
Baluarte, Lapuz
Sur,
Monica
Blumetritt, West
Habog-habog,
Oriz,
South
Baluarte,
Mohon,
East
Timawa,
Villa
Anita, Muelley
Loney Montes,
San
Fez,
Katilingban,
Infante,
Progreso-Lapuz,
North San Jose,
Legaspi
dela

from a few
hours to a
couple of days
The intensity of
the surges can
be influenced by
storm intensity,
track , forward
speed, local
bathymetry and
topography

Habitat
restoration: subtidal
and
intertidal oyster
habitat;
reestablish
wetlands
and
stream
hydrology
Restore beach
forests
as
natural
breakwaters
Restore
maritime shrub
communities
Enhance
vegetative
features:
marshes,
wetlands, and
other
submerged
aquatic
vegetation
Allow
the
nourishment of
beaches
and
dunes so as to
shield
inland
communities
Floodgates,
pumping
stations, flood
walls that hold
back
flood
waters can be
embedded into
parks (e.g Marna
Bay Sand)
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Rama, Cohero,
Taal,
Hipodromo,
JalandoniWilson,
Poblacion Molo,
Flores, Timawa
Tanza 1, Rizal
Ibarra,
Rima
Rizal,
North
Avancena,
MaboloDelgado,
san
Agustin,
Hinanctacan,
Magsaysay,
Kauswagan,
Sampaguita,
Kahirupan,
MalipayonDelgado, Maria
Clara, Inday,TapOc, Liberation,
Nonoy, San Jose
City
Proper,
Danao, DelgadoJalandoni
Bagumpbayan,
Arsenal Aduana,
Gloria, President
Roxas,
Edganzon, YuloArroyo, Osmena,
Roxas Village

COVID-19

COVID-19 is the most recent hazard to have affected the entire world. Iloilo city was not spared
by the pandemic. Based on the most recent data on the incidence of infection, the top five
barangays disposed to the virus have around 26,017 people or 6,500 families (Figure 11). These
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areas are also densely populated which makes physical distancing more difficult. The lack of
access of 84.5% of the households to level 3 water sources will also make it difficult for majority
of the people in these communities to practice preventive health and sanitation practices such
as frequent handwashing. Containment of the disease will likely be more difficult for these
barangays.

Figure 11. Top 5 barangays most at-risk of COVID-19 in Iloilo City. Data (as of Aug 9, 2020),
obtained from Iloilo City Health Office.

Core messages
The social vulnerability analysis and the integrated assessment provide important insights on the
climate and disaster risks confronting Iloilo city. The core messages of a complete analysis are as
follows:
• An integrated analysis is crucial for specific interventions at the household level.
● Lack/limited access to water exacerbates impacts of different hazards, including COVID19, on the communities
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● Flooding and COVID-19 threatens more than 50% of the population, but storm surge has
the potential of creating the biggest impact to the most vulnerable sector of the
population
● Dependency cuts across all risks because it affects mobility, coping and recovery.
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Disaster risk results from the interplay of the hazard, exposure, and vulnerability
characteristics of a given community. To assess disaster risk, it is important to understand not
only the occurrence of natural hazards, but the socio-economic issues of the affected
communities as well. However, the risk framework of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate
Change Fifth Assessment Report (IPCC AR5 – WGII SPM, 2014, see Figure 1) also highlights that,
while disaster risk is created locally, it may also be influenced by larger processes such as climate
change, geophysical hazards, and development trends. Changes in climatic drivers, in terms of
averages and extremes, can intensify existing disaster risk, or create entirely new threats.

Figure 1. Climate and disaster risk conceptual framework (Source: IPCC AR5
– WGII SPM, 2014).

Through the Coastal Cities at Risk in the Philippines: Investing in Climate and Disaster Resilience
(CCARPH) Project of Ateneo de Manila University, and the Resilient LGU Program of the National
Resilience Council, Manila Observatory (MO) together with University of the Philippines - Visayas
(UPV) and Iloilo City Government conducted a Climate and Disaster Risk Assessment (CDRA) of
Iloilo City. Through a series of online meetings between MO and UPV-LGU, an Integrated Risk
Analysis (IRA) based on hazard-exposure-vulnerability maps was conducted. Adopting a coaching
and mentoring approach, MO facilitated various analysis activities that built on the key steps
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outlined in the Enhanced LGU Guidebook on the Formulation of LCCAP (2017) Book 4 by the
Department of the Interior and Local Government (DILG).
Iloilo City
Located within the southern part of Panay Island, Iloilo City is a 1st income class highly urbanized
city in the province of Iloilo. The city comprises six (6) districts, and serves as the center of
commerce and industry in Western Visayas. Being a highly urbanized city with one hundred and
eighty (180) barangays, majority of its land cover are built-up with some low to medium density
tree cover sparsely located in the uplands (Manila Observatory, 2015).
Iloilo City rests in a region with earthquake generators: The Tablas Fault, Collision Zone
between Mindoro and Panay Islands, West Panay Fault, Negros Trench, Central Negros Fault.
Nested in a small island, movement from areas such as the West Panay Fault that transects in
the municipalities of Alimodian, Igbaras, Janiuay, Lambunao, Leon, Miag ao, San Joaquin,
Tubungan, Maasin, Calinog will be felt in Iloilo City. The seismicity for Western Visayas for the
last 400 years has been recorded to be at magnitude scale 5 and above according to PhilVOLCS.
This means that earthquakes range from moderate strength but felt in wider areas to major
earthquakes that cause considerable damages. Of the more destructive earthquakes in the
region, about 4 originated from the West Panay Fault (in 1621, 1787, 1887), 1 from the Tablas
Fault (1990) and 1 from the Negros Trench (1948).
The City is, however, also exposed to other geophysical hazards like tsunami and liquefaction as
the maps below show.

2. Geophysical
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2.1 Earthquake
Given the exposure of the region to earthquakes and the earthquake generators surrounding the
city, the entire Iloilo City is exposed to earthquakes.

Figure . Seismicity of Western Visayas in the past 400 years (DOST, PhiVOLCS)
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High
Risk Technical
Decision Areas
Finding (name
(Area Name)
exposure
and
cause
of
vulnerability)
All barangays of The entire Iloilo
Iloilo City
City is exposed
to
ground
shaking and will
most likely incur
damage
from
magnitude scale
5
earthquake
and beyond..

Immediate
implications

Seismic
reinforced
infrastructure
may withstand
the impact of
groundshaking
depending
on
capacity
requirements
factored into the
The associated design of the
hazard
to infrastructure.
groundshaking is
fire.
While
being
observed, there
is not enough

Impacts

Recommended
interventions

Extensive
destruction of
property
and
loss of lives if
risks
remain
unaddressed

Public spaces in
districts
be
reserved for the
prepositioning of
equipment and
emergency
,
Bureau of Fire,
health services
necessary
for
rescue
and
retrieval
operations. 1 for
every 500 square
meters will be
most ideal.
Relocation areas
must be near the
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study to make
conclusions on
the occurrence
of earthquakeinduced shallow
landslide
The
most
vulnerable and
also exposed to
earthquake are
Sooc,
State
Filomena,
Calaparan, Sto
Nino
Norte,
Salvacion
Haboghabog,
Kasing kasing,
San Pedro Molo,
North Baluarte,
Bagumbayan,
Flores,
Rima
Rizal, Sto Rosario
Duran, Legaspi
de la Rama,
Monica
Blumentritt,
Sinikway,
Magdalo,
Seminario
Burgos Mabini,
Hibao an Norte,
Ungka, Bitoon,
Hinactacan,
Ingore, Ticud

area
for
preposition of
search
and
rescue
equipment,
Bureau of Fire,
and emergency
services
Fire services will
have
to
be
prepositioned
near the oil
deport
A network of
seismic
reinforced
evacuation
centers
must
have space for
every barangay
Seismic zonation
should be made
public

2.2 Tsunami
The location of iloilo City near possible tsunamigenic trenches and faults as well as possible
occurrences of marine landslides in its adjacent coastal waters have been identified as tsunami
risk areas. Of concern are the areas with high tsunami susceptibility by virtue of their location in
low coastal elevation zones but also because of the dense population of socially vulnerable
constituents of Iloilo City.
Tsunamis are technically a series of waves resulting primarily but not only from earthquakes.
Depending on the kind of tsunami, whether distant or local, can last for hours, have a run-up
height of more that 10 meters, could last for hours, can run 45-80 kph along shorelines especially
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when tsunami is local. In the Philippines, the triggering tsunamigenic force can be from a
magnitude of 6.5 and above.
At a simulation of a magnitude scale of 8.5 beyond earthquake, there will be barangays who will
be inundated for about 2 meters a conservative estimate. This will include city proper areas
beginning from Molo Boulevard, San Juan, Bonifacio Tanza , Baybay Tanza, Flores, Osmena, Ortiz,
Magsaysay, Kahirupan Infante. This zones will need to be decongested and depopulated.
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High
Risk Technical
Decision Areas
Finding (name
(Area Name)
exposure
and
cause
of
vulnerability)
Calumpang, San A long stretch of
juan, Santo Nino Iloilo’s coastline
Sur, Calaparan, is exposed to
Balabago, Molo tsunami.
Boulevard,
Baldoza, Bolilao, Along
this
Obrero-Lapus,
coastline
are
Bitoon, Bakhaw, highly
Veterans Village, vulnerable
North Baluarte, communities
Dulonan,
San which are also
Isidro, Ingore,Sto densely
Nino
Norte, populated, with
Sinikway,
high
Mansaya Lapuz, dependency
Santa Cruz, San ratio.
Pedro
Molo,
Rizal Estanzuela,
Yulo
Drive,
Compania,
Navais

Immediate
implications

Impacts

Recommended
interventions

Coastal
Widespread
inundation most destruction and
likely
loss of assets
and lives if early
For
distant action especially
tsunamis,
evacuation is not
hazard warning conducted
will still enable
physical
evacuation
of
some assets and
persons.

Tsunami areas
should no longer
be classified as
residential
areas.

For
local
tsunamis,
evacuation
of
humans
and
more so of
assets will only
be within a
minutes only.

Densify
and
protect beach
forests
once
restored so as to
reduce
wave
force.

Critical
infrastructure
should also not
be located in
tsunami prone
areas.

Given that Iloilo
City rose from an
alluvial fan, and
thereby a plain,
allocate spaces
for
the
construction of
infrastructure
for
vertical
evacuation.

2.3 Liquefaction
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High Risk Decision Technical
Immediate
Areas
Finding (name implications
(Area Name)
exposure and

Impacts

Recommended
interventions
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Sto Nino sur, Sta,
Cruz, Sto Domingo,
Pakiad, Sta Filomena,
Sto
Nino
Sur,
Bonifacio
Arevalo,
Yulo Drive, Sto Nino
Nore Quezon, San
Jose Arevalo Sooc,
Navais,
Calaran,
dulunan, Calumpang,
South
Fundidor,
North
Fundidor,Comapania,
San Juan, South San
Jose North Baluarte,
Taal, Inday, Tabucan,
San
Rafael,
Nabitasan,
Inday,
North San Jose, North
Avancena, Tap Oc,
San
Antonio,
Katilingban,
San
Pedro,
Poblacion
Molo, Habog Habog,
Salvacion, Poblacion
Molo, Kasing Kasing,
East Timawa, West
Timawa, West Habog
Habog East Baluarte,
Molo
Boulevard,
Southe
Baluarte,
Cochero
Infante
Timawa Tanza 1 and
2, Baybay Tanza,
mabolo-Delgado,
Malipayon Delgado,
Bonifacio
Tanza,
Tanza
Esperanza,
Villa Anita, Rizal
Estazuela, Jalandoni
Wilson, Kahirupan,
Delgado-Jalandoni,
Bagumbayan,
Hipodromo,
Ortiz
Yulo Arroyo, Maria

cause
of
vulnerability)
Highly
susceptible to
liquefaction but
are
characterized
by waterfront
facilities
and
structures --even
critical
infrastructures
Many of these
areas
were
formerly
wetlands that
have
been
filled,
most
have
been
extensively
filled.
However, filling
does
not
guarantee
against
liquefaction.
Wetland soils
especially when
saturated
challenge
structural
bearing
capacities for
infrastructure.
i
Ground
shaking
will
further loosen
the soil.

“ground
failure, postliquefaction
settlement,
lateral
spreading, and
the
development
of flow slides”ii

Damage
to Open
space
infrastructure
acquisition in
waterfronts and
Associated loss convert
use
of
lives
in from structure
damaged
intensive
infrastructures landscape
to
modified
greenbelts
parks
or
ambulant
or
mobile business
(eg mobile food
parks, mobile
bed
and
breakfast
in
greenbests)
Secure space
for earthquake
drains against
infrastructure
Resettlement
areas
for
vertical housing
in
less
liquefaction
prone areas
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Clara,
Magsaysay,
Kauswagan Nonoy,
Rzal
Ibarra,
Ed
Ganzon,
Roxas
Village,
Osmena,
Rima
izal,
Risal
Palapala 1 and 2, San
Jose,
Liberation,
Flores, Gloria, Don
Esteban
Lapuz,
Sinikway,
Alalasan
Lapuz, Aguinaldao,
Jalandoni
Estate
Lapuz,
Punong,
Liberated
and
Progreso
Lapuz,
Muelle
LoneyMontes,
Zamora
Melliza,
Arsenal
Aduana Gen Hughes ,
Railway, Macarthur,
Rizal La paz , Laguda,
Hinactacan, Banuyao,
Ingore, San Isidro,
ticud, Caingin, Lopez
Jaena Norte and Sur,
Baldoza, Loc Lapuz,
Mansaya
Lapuz,
Obrero
Lapuz,
Concepcion Montes,
Verterans
village,
Pres Roxas Lapus,
Dnao, Sampaguita,
San Agustin, Bantud,
Nabitasan
,
Magsaysay
Pakiad, Calajuanan
Pale
Benedicto,
Guzman,
Jesena,
Onate
de
Leon,
Mirasol,
Airport
(Tabucan
Airport),
Taft South, Buhing,
Taft North, Our Lady
of
Lourdes,
Montinola, Bolilao,
portion
of
of

Moderately
Structures may
susceptible to sink by inches
liquefaction
or several feet
and
be
For
areas surrounded by
reclaimed using or filled with
non-plastic
liquefied soil iv
fines,
liquefaction
resistance
decreases with

Liquefaction
resistance
approaches in
current
and
future land use
in these areas
improving the
foundation, and
the density of
the soil around
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Masaysay
Village,
Magdalo,
Gustilo,
Our Lady Lourdes,
Montinola, Magdalo
San Nicolas, Jereos,
Javellena,
San
Vicente, Our Lady of
Fatima, MH Del Pilar,
Benedicto, Sta Isabel,
Luna,
Fajardo,
Democracia
,
Arguelles, Libertad,
Maria
Cristina,
Dungon A and B , San
Roque, Lopez Jaena
(Jaro), Dung, on,
Sambag, Ungka, San
Isidro (Jaro), Tabuc
Suba ,portion of
Quintin
Salas,
Balabago,
Cubay,
Balantang, Tagbak,
Buntatala,

increasing fines
content
particularly on
silty sandiii

and under the
house, achieved
through
soil
excavation and
compacting
(may be cost
prohibitive
especially for
the who are
financially
challenged. v ---so, the City may
have
to
subsidize the
this process

2.4 Landslide
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3. Human-Induced
3.1 Fire

High
Risk Technical
Decision Areas
Finding (name
(Area Name)
exposure
and
cause
of
vulnerability)
Calumpang, San Highly
dense
Juan, San Isidro areas
with
Jaro, Sooc, Santo informal
with
Nino
Sur make-shift
or
Calaparan
semi-concrete
Balabago
homes or formal
Tabuc
Suba settlements
(jaro), Cubay
made
of
Molo Boulevard, concrete
Baldoza Bolilao, materials
Obrero-Lapus,

Immediate
implications

Impacts

In the event of Loss of assets
fire, fire fighting and
potential
support will not loss of lives
be able to easily
navigate
the
roads
or
pathways
Fire can spread
due to delay of
response action

Recommended
interventions

Allocate land for
fire sub-stations
in cluster areas
nearest
to
densely
populated areas
Provision
wider
networks
pathways

for
road
and
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Bitoon, Bakhaw, Narrow
Veterans Village, pathways
or
North Baluarte, road networks
Dulunan,
San
Isidro (La Paz),
Ingore, Sto Nin,
Sinikway,
Mansaya Lapuz,
sta Cruz, San
Pedro,
Rizal
Estanzuela,
,
Yulo
Drive,
Navais,
Pale
Benedicto,
Bonifacio
Tanzaa,
Don
Esteban Lapuz,
Zamora Melliza,
Kasing Kasing,
Lapuz
Norte,
Looc
Lapuz,
North Fundidor,
South San Jose,
BayBay Tanza,
Bonifacio
Arevalo,
San
Antonio, Santo
Domingo,
Concepcion
Montez,
Rizal
Pala Pala, simon
Lemdesma,
Habog
Habog
Salvacion, Lopez
Jaena
Norte,
Tanza
Esperanza, Rizl
Pala Pala 2,
Nabitasan,
Cuartero,
Timawa Tanza II,
Santo
Rosario
Duran, Jalandoni
Estate
Lapus,
Gen
hHuges
Montes,
East
Baluarte,

Designate safe
evacuation
centers or hubs
near the cluster
areas of densely
populated zones
Relocate
residential areas
away from oil
depot
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Alalasan Lapuz,
Democracia,
Lapuz
Sur,
Monica
Blumentrit
RizalLapax, West
Habog
Habog
Ortiz, San Roque,
Railway,
East
Timawa,
Divinagracia,
Aguinaldo,
Muelle LoneyMontes,
Katilingban,
Infante,
San
Nicolas Taytay
Zone
II,
Proegreso Lapuz,
Calubihan,
Legaspi
dela
Rama, Magdalo,
hipodromo,
jalandoni
Wilson,
Desamparados,
Flores, Timawa
Tanza,
Rizal
Ibarra
Rima
Rizal,
Hinactacan,
Maria
Clara,
Libertad,
Sta
Isabel, Gloria

3.2 Oil Spill
Iloilo has been at risk and have experienced oil spills. Of late, the oils spills affected the coastal
line of Iloilo City with the Barangays of Lapuz Area most affected
High
Risk Technical
Immediate
Decision Areas
Finding (name implications
(Area Name)
exposure
and

Impacts

Recommended
interventions
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cause
of
vulnerability)
Entire
coastal Location of oil Contamination
line of Iloilo City depot in the of coastal areas
coastal zone at
risk not only to
industrial
accidents
but
also to strong
storm surges
Wetlands
including
marshes,
swamps,
and
bogs
and
mangroves, salt
marshes,
mudflats
are
more sensitive
to oils spills in
comparision to
sandy or gravel
beach. Oils spills
close to shore
can
affect
seagrass beds,
corals
and
dependent
ecosystems.vi

Extensive
damage
coastal
resources

Hydrodynamic
to risk analysis of
oils
spills
necessary

Upper
respiratory tract
infections due to
inhalation
of
fumes
Pollution
coastal
freshwater
sources

Oil spill booms
and
nets
preventing
intrusion of oil
and its related
contaminants in
of the
and freshwaterways
Designate
oil
depot away from
populated zone

Oil
spills
contaminate
waters,
emit
fumes harmful
for the health,
destroy marine
life
Greenbelts
protect
inner
waterways from
contamination
during oil spiils
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